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1. Purpose

On 25th January, 2016 the Wilson Security Risk Team was tasked by the client to identify, analyse and assess the security risk associated with the separation of cohorts by
RSD status within MRPC1.

2. Methodology
An indication of the type of security risks inherent in the provision of Cohort Management was obtained by the following:
• Consultation with and Operations Manager Broadspectrum Services
• Consultation with Security Manager and Security Operations Manager at Wilson Security
• Consultation with ERT Coordinator
• Review of Intelligence information and incident data (present and historical)
• Consideration of the environment, design and location of the MRPC
• Personal experience and knowledge

Further information such as the Risk Assessment Action Plan and other notes is located on tabs 3 and 4.

3. Risk Assessment
Security risks at the MRPC remain as contained within the current Risk Register (RR). The introduction of new cohorts including the establishment of compounds
specifically for the following groups:

• Transferee on a positive pathway (Including Refugees) – Delta and Oscar Compounds
• Transferees on negative pathway and Transferees who have not undertaken RSD – Mike Compound and Foxtrot

An indication of the current and target risks for each SRA is demostrated is the following diagram:

4. Recommendation

Because of the timeframe constraints a critical component to reduce the uncertainty and therefore the risk is a requirement for a significant increase in resources. This
not only means an increase in security manpower but also welfare and garrison resources. A welfare based approach to the formulation of management controls to
mitigate the risks presents the best outcomes. The welfare based approach as well as messaging and ensuring that resident’s concerns are resolved, where they can be,
are seen as the key components of achieving good outcomes for all parties involved.

The potential risks identified in this SRA should not be underestimated. This is arguably the single most ambitious project ever undertaken by PNG ICSA. Any time that
the Service Provider group spend to consider controls that may help to reduce the potential risk ratings, is time well spent. Many of the Cohort of the MRPC have created
comfortable spaces for themselves in the 900 days that many of them have been in our care. Many cohort members have forged friendships under very difficult
circumstances thus creating support networks. Some groups even have gardens but in the main they have created a space to call their own. It is not ‘home’ but it is the
next best thing, it is what they have become used to and moving these individuals around at any time will elevate the tension across the MCPC.

It is important that we allow time for the messaging and feedback and not just feedback from the Cohort. Our recommended option is 7 days of planning and 3 days for
the move. The reason for this choice is that the resident movement is more easily monitored and controlled. This will give us the best opportunity to minimise disruptions
and the safety and security of all stakeholders. A Multi agency collaboration led by ICSA/ABF is critical to ensuring that we are able to effectively balance competing
priorities.

Our least desired option is the 1 day of execution as it is a complex coordination and with so many people involved, there is more chance that things can go wrong.

We have highlighted it in the SRA, but in closing must again comment on the timing of the PNG Supreme Court decision, which is imminent. It has the potential to produce
further adverse consequences for all identified risks.

All the information is now available in this document including the above recommendation for the risk owners, ABF and ICSA, to make decisions how they can best execute
their plan.

Prepared by – Specialist Manager Risk & Compliance




